
 
 

GreenTouch Engineered Hardwood Installation Guidelines 

Installation Guidelines: 

Wood flooring should be one of the last jobs completed on the construction project. Limit foot 

traffic on finished wood flooring. Evaluate the jobsite for potential problems before installation 

begins, and before wood flooring is delivered to the jobsite. Do not deliver wood flooring to the 

jobsite or install wood flooring until the building is enclosed. If heating and/or air-conditioning 

is in operating condition, it needs to be operating. If it is not possible for the permanent heating 

and/or air-conditioning system to be operating before, during and after installation, a 

temporary heating and/or dehumidification system that mimics normal temperature and 

humidity conditions can enable the installation to proceed until the permanent heating and/or 

air-conditioning system is operating. Do not deliver wood flooring to the jobsite or install wood 

flooring until appropriate temperature and humidity conditions have been achieved. 

Appropriate temperature and humidity conditions are defined as those conditions to be 

experienced in the building after occupancy as well as being within National Wood Flooring 

Association (NWFA) guidelines. 

Prior to installation, ensure that wood flooring is within acceptable range of moisture content 

with the wood subfloor. For solid strip flooring (less than 3” wide), there should be no more 

than 4 percent moisture content difference between properly acclimated wood flooring and 

subflooring materials. For wide-width solid flooring (3” or wider), there should be no more than 

2 percent difference in moisture content between properly acclimated wood flooring and 

subflooring materials. Test for moisture at several locations in the room. A high reading in one 

area indicates a problem that must be corrected. Before moisture testing begins, the concrete 

slab must be a minimum of 60 days old. Use moisture meters designed specifically for concrete 

moisture testing. If the moisture meters indicate the presence of excessive moisture, per NWFA 

standards, further testing is required using calcium chloride testing. Concrete slabs with a 

calcium chloride reading of more than 3% require use of a vapor retarder. Concrete slabs must 

be free from non-compatible sealers, waxes, and oil, paint, drywall compound etc. Check for 

presence of sealers by applying drops of water to the slab, if the water beads up, there may be 

sealers or oils. Do not attempt to glue a wood floor over a chalky or soft concrete slab. 

Burnished, slick steel-troweled slabs may require screening with a 30-grit abrasive. Concrete 

slabs should also be within a flat tolerance of 1/8” – 3/16” in a 10” radius. 

Baseboard and shoe molding may be installed and finished after the flooring installation. After 

installation, if you choose to protectively cover the floor, cover the floor completely, since some 

species are light-sensitive and uncovered areas may change color. However, covering a glue-

down application may not allow some adhesives to properly cure. Follow the flooring and 

adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations. Use covering material with a perm rating of 1 perm 



 
or more to avoid trapping moisture/vapor on or within the floor. A common reinforced builders 

paper is a good choice. Any covering should be taped, using a low-adhesion tape, to base or 

shoe moldings. Avoid taping to finished flooring. When taping paper or sheets together, tape 

them to each other, not to the floor. 

Engineered Wood Floors can be installed successfully on, above or below grade level providing 

that installation guidelines from the NWFA.org are strictly followed regarding moisture 

pressure intrusion. Engineered wood floors can be installed directly to concrete or wood 

subfloor. Choose a starting wall according to the most aesthetically or architecturally important 

elements in the room, taking into consideration fireplaces, doors, cabinets and transitions, as 

well as the squareness of the room. The starting wall will often be the longest unbroken wall in 

the room. A minimum of 1/2” expansion space should be left around the perimeter. Snap a 

working line parallel to the starting wall, the width of the board, plus the tongue and 

recommended expansion space. Install a starter board along the edge of the working line and 

begin installation. Alternatively, lay one row of plank in the adhesive along the length of the 

working line. Use Garrison Adhesive or an equivalent adhesive spread rate, trowel size, open 

time, working time and flash time as necessary. Spread the adhesive as instructed up to and 

along the working line. Distribute length, avoiding “H” patterns and other discernible patterns 

in adjacent runs. Stagger end joints of boards row to row a minimum of 6” for strip flooring, 8-

10” for 3” to 5” plank, and 10” for plank wider than 5”. It is recommended to roll the floor with 

the proper roller to enhance the proper adhesion. 

Solid strip and plank wood floors can be installed successfully above grade level or on grade, 

but are not recommended for installation below grade. Snap a working line parallel to the 

starting wall, allowing 3/4" expansion space between the starting wall and the edge of the first 

strip or plank run. As a general rule, a 3/4" expansion space must be left around the perimeter 

and at all vertical obstructions. Lay one row of strip or plank along the entire length of the 

working line. Top-nail and blind-nail the first row (hand-nail if necessary), using appropriate 

fasteners. Denser species may require pre-drilling. Each succeeding row should be blind-nailed 

with a nailing machine wherever possible. At the finishing wall, and other obstructions, it may 

be necessary to blind-nail by hand until top-nailing is required. Racking rule of thumb: Avoid 

“H” patterns. Stagger end joints of boards row to row a minimum of 6” for strip flooring, 8-10” 

for 3” plank, and 10” for plank wider than 5”. To minimize expansion on floors wider than 20 

feet, more or less spacing between rows may be needed, depending on geographical area, 

interior climate control and  time of year. Blind-nail through the tongue using 1 ½”-2” fasteners. 

Use 1 ½” fasteners with normal ¾” plywood subfloor direct to concrete slab. Face-nail boards 

where needed using 6d-8d casing or finish nails. Fasteners should be spaced every 6”-8” on 

blind nailing, or every10”-12” on face nailing. 


